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Abstract
This essay introduces a collection of articles gathered under the theme of
“law, science, and constitutions of life.” Together, they explore how
revolutions in notions of what biological life is are eliciting correspondingly
revolutionary imaginations of how life should be governed. The central
theoretical contribution of the collection is to further elaborate the con-
cept of bioconstitutionalism, which draws attention to especially con-
sequential forms of coproduction at the law–life nexus. This introduction
offers a theoretical discussion of bioconstitutionalism. It explores the
constitutional significance of interplay between scientific and technological
power over life and a given political community’s shared imaginary of what
modes of reasoning, judgment, and rule are proper and legitimate in a well-
ordered state. It argues that knowing what life is for purposes of govern-
ance does not follow from scientific knowledge alone. Rather, such
knowledge is refracted through culturally distinctive imaginaries that
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commit societies to particular understandings of what life means and what
should be done to encourage its flourishing.
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Introduction

The nexus of life and law forms the focus of this essay collection. Biology’s

profound new powers to interrogate, intervene in, and manipulate human

life have destabilized salient boundaries between human and nonhuman,

organism and artifact, nature and technology. These boundaries inform

sensibilities about life that are the common property of science and law,

in particular constitutional law (Jasanoff 2011).

As self-contained fields of inquiry, biology, and law seek to provide

coherent accounts of new phenomena that reflect, extend, and reinforce

each field’s prior achievements. For instance, novel biological constructs

are evaluated in terms of existing taxonomic categories, while new techno-

logically mediated social relations are assimilated to existing constructions

of rights and duties in the law (Jasanoff 1995; Smith and Wynne 1989).

These fields do not, indeed cannot, evolve independently. They are in

constant conversation: biological knowledge remains central to ideas of

what life is and hence to the state’s duty to protect the health, safety, and

welfare of its citizens; biology is implicated in efforts to clarify moral

questions around ideas of human nature and identity; and biology’s increas-

ing capacity for technological modification of bodies, human and nonhu-

man, perturbs prior morally significant understandings of where life,

especially meaningful human life, begins and ends.

Biological expertise has risen in normative salience as the biosciences

claim the ability, and hence also the responsibility, to identify, address, and

resolve social problems at scales from individual (e.g., infertility) to global

(e.g., world hunger; National Research Council [NRC] 2009; Jasanoff

2019). Biological claims also operate in the public sphere as sources of

concepts and technologies that shape how we define ourselves as human

beings (e.g., as genetic selves), how we imagine and aspire to humanity’s

collective good (e.g., what health means), and how we articulate the foun-

dations of shared social and political obligations (e.g., why the human

germline should or should not be protected against editing; Habermas
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2003; Evans 2010; Jasanoff, Hurlbut, and Saha 2015). At the same time, law

is frequently called upon to apply fundamental normative concepts, such as

human rights and dignity, to new bioengineered entities that challenge

earlier legal definitions. Such interactions bring together highly technical

discourses and practices from both fields, remaking categories and classi-

fications of wide relevance to governing society.

The essays in this issue explore how revolutions in notions of what

biological life is are eliciting correspondingly revolutionary imaginations

of how life should be governed. They examine how interactions between

biological and legal concepts, particularly ideas of the “natural” in science

and the “just” or “reasonable” in law, interact to produce norms regarding

states’ responsibilities toward the lives in their care. Those norms, more-

over, vary across nations. Through multiple case studies of the reception of

emerging biotechnologies in three countries—the United States, United

Kingdom, and Germany—these essays present a nuanced account of why

the same biotechnologies have been accommodated so differently in these

three legal and political cultures. Even where policy outcomes are similar,

the studies reveal deep differences in the reasons underlying each nation’s

accommodations between scientific claims and moral judgment.

The central theoretical aim of this collection is to further elaborate the

concept of bioconstitutionalism, which draws attention to especially con-

sequential forms of coproduction at the law–life nexus. Bioconstitutional-

ism refers to moments in which “radical shifts in the biological

representation of life . . . entail far-reaching re-orderings in our imagination

of the state’s life-preserving and life-enhancing functions—in effect, a

repositioning of human bodies and selves in relation to the state’s legal,

political and moral apparatus” (Jasanoff 2011, 4). The essays also build on

the closely related framework of sociotechnical imaginaries (Jasanoff and

Kim 2015) to interrogate the interactions of biology and law as they bear

upon collective envisionings of desirable futures that can be attained

through new technologies for manipulating life. Cross-national variations

are particularly evident in moments when novel biological objects, tech-

niques, and ontologies perturb established, normatively significant bound-

aries. For instance, the ontological distinction between human and

nonhuman underwrites many fundamental legal principles because the law

treats human life in special ways. Novel biological constructs such as

synthetically constructed human embryos or brain organoids—organized

masses of stem cells resembling a nervous system in a petri dish—trouble

seemingly hard and fast distinctions between living and nonliving, human

and nonhuman, natural and artifactual. They influence the making, and in
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some instances the remaking, of bioconstitutional orders, with roots and

repercussions that extend well beyond specific legal or technological con-

troversies. Relations between the conceptualization and technological

manipulation of life and the governance of life become evident in such

moments of emergence. In contemporary democracies, these have proved

to be key sites for contestation and transformation of normative commit-

ments toward life itself: the individual’s, the community’s, and the nation’s.

Taken together, these essays invite reflection on some of the most basic

normative questions opened up by new biological knowledge and on the

responses emerging from contemporary democracies: what sorts of people

should there be (Glover 1984), what makes human lives special and worth

caring for, and what does it mean to exert technological control over aspects

of being that once were considered outside the reach of human intervention?

Living Constitutions

The most significant observation unifying this collection is that science and

technology are tied to the state and its citizens in relationships that are

properly characterized as constitutional. Constitutionalism as we use that

term refers to a political community’s shared imaginary of what constitutes

lawful governance, and more particularly what modes of reasoning, judg-

ment, and rule are proper and legitimate in a well-ordered state. In contem-

porary knowledge societies, science and technology are deeply implicated

in the workings of governance. Yet, it is a mistake to see scientific and

technological change as external drivers of problematization (Jasanoff and

Metzler 2020), so that technological novelty unidirectionally destabilizes

established legal rules, and when technoscience advances, law lags behind.

Rather, we argue that the notions of rightness, judgment, and rule that

inform imaginaries of lawfulness also influence the definition and accept-

ability of objects and practices of knowing. The same expectations of order

shape what objects become the focus of public deliberation and what forms

of public reasoning are marshalled to resolve moral quandaries. Reasoning

and the objects of reasoning are constituted together (Jasanoff 2004, 2005b;

Hurlbut 2015a).

Scientific knowledge is widely seen as a cornerstone of law because

authorized declarations of what is the case are foundational to the law’s

authority to declare what ought to be. If science says that DNA from a

suspect does not match that from the crime scene, then the suspect must

be let go; if science says human emissions are dangerously heating the

Earth, then countries have a duty to curb those emissions. These relations
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between facts and norms, however, are dynamic and interactive in ways not

captured by the static metaphor of a cornerstone. Regimes of law system-

atically construct what needs to be known, and how those matters should be

known, even as they draw upon knowledge of the world to authorize their

declarations of what is just and reasonable. Thus, bioconstitutionalism calls

attention to the simultaneous and mutually constitutive moves in science

and law through which shifting notions of what life is are fitted into prior

understandings of how life ought to be treated. Those dynamics are partic-

ularly apparent in moments when the matter at stake is the state’s respon-

sibility to protect the rights and entitlements that pertain to life as it should

be lived.

Bioconstitutional analysis looks beyond the ways life has become an

object of governmental power, as Foucault (2010) famously observed, to

symmetrically interrogate the imaginations of rightness that underwrite

(constitutional) judgments about legitimate ways to govern life. Our claim

here is that knowing what life is for purposes of governance does not follow

from scientific knowledge alone. Rather, such knowledge is refracted

through culturally distinctive imaginaries that commit societies to particular

understandings of what life means and what should be done to encourage its

flourishing. Social responses to developments in biology also reflect more

general notions of the right relationship between settlement and change.

What can be disrupted; what should hold still? These powerful imaginaries

of social order, in turn, are grounded in constitutional dispensations that

preexist particular instances of technological innovation. The institutions

within which novel technological configurations of life are subjected to

ethical evaluation and moral ordering, such as parliaments, courts, or ethics

committees, are themselves bound by imaginations and practices of legit-

imate rule, right modes of public reason, and felt entitlements of political

subjects. The norms and judgments worked out in these settings at moments

of biological change reveal the extent to which constitutional commitments

in late modernity are also bioconstitutional commitments. For example,

notions of human rights, integrity, and dignity that are foundational to many

political constitutions rest upon notions of the human that are at one and the

same time biological and legal.

In sum, the essays collected here show that ideas of what life is and how

it should be treated are constitutive of the moral imaginations that underpin

constitutional regimes. The foundational role of those commitments—of

tacitly shared ontological-cum-normative imaginations of the value of

life—is especially evident where new biological techniques and technolo-

gies perturb what was previously seen as fixed and given.
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Myths of Separation

Despite their common concerns and, to some extent, overlapping jurisdic-

tions, biology and law are generally seen as occupying autonomous

domains of knowledge and practice. While law may draw on biological

expertise or respond to developments in the biosciences, such reaction tends

to be regarded as the full extent of law’s contact with biology. The facts and

products of biology can, on this view, be neatly segregated from law as if

existing prior to or outside of norms. Two dominant, though misconceived,

narratives have followed from these fundamental assumptions.

First, it is widely held that the right relationship between biology and law

is a matter of inserting biologically correct concepts into the logics and

practices of the law. Put differently, law is seen essentially as a translation

device for ensuring that the findings of biology will circulate properly in

society, correctly informing rules and norms. Law is presumed not to have

any autonomous role in defining natural ontologies or kinds, that being seen

as purely the preserve of biology. As a corollary, uses of biological knowl-

edge in the law that contradict scientifically derived definitions are gener-

ally equated with privileging incorrect claims in adjudication (so called

“junk science,” Huber 1991) or failing to properly draw upon what is known

to biology in order to reach correct and reasonable solutions to legal prob-

lems of responsibility or blame (e.g., use of neuroscience to inform judg-

ments of criminal intent).

Second, it is assumed that if biologically correct concepts are to be

supplied to and assimilated by the law, then these concepts must first be

characterized and named by science (Hurlbut 2017; Jasanoff 2019). This

applies in particular to instances where the biosciences produce novel enti-

ties or capacities that law has not yet confronted. This assumption of a right

to name reinforces the narrative that law is always and necessarily lagging

behind biological knowledge and technology because it must wait for sci-

entific knowledge to decide what the facts are in order to respond and make

proper use of them. Yet, this “law lag” narrative draws attention away from

the fact that, in its efforts to decree the natural, science necessarily relies

upon orderings already sanctioned by the law. Novel problems are inter-

preted in light of prior formulations of what is natural and reasonable—for

example, legal classification of regulated entities, reasonable expectations

for managing risk in private law, or ontological criteria for establishing

what kinds of things can be owned in property law (Jasanoff 1995,

2012a). Nevertheless, these interactions tend to be seen by both legal and

scientific practitioners as moving in only one direction: from incremental
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advances within the autonomous sphere of science into the reactive, nor-

mative body of the law.

The essays in this collection demonstrate that neither the autonomy nor

the lag narrative stands up to exacting empirical scrutiny. Instead, our

research reveals a more complex, interactive dynamic in which biology and

law continually borrow from one another, and thereby affirm one another’s

authority, in generating accounts of what is natural and reasonable. In

moments of ontological politics—where the nature of a biological entity

or phenomenon is contested, but agreement is needed to resolve corollary

matters of normative concern—biological accounts draw on the law’s con-

ceptual repertoire, with the result that what an entity is often comes to be

shaped by legal norms of how those entities ought to be understood and

governed (Jasanoff 2005b, 2011, 2012a).

In reverse, in moments of legal uncertainty, where a mismatch arises

between the law’s accepted biosocial classifications (e.g., what is a “natural

mother”) and new issues for adjudication in the lived world (e.g., the per-

missibility of gestational surrogacy), law draws on scientific resources (e.g.,

prevailing ideas of genetics and heredity) to formulate conclusions that

seem natural and reasonable. Indeed, we can view the law itself as a space

of active experimentation, in which biological objects can acquire new

normative meanings through changes in legal practice. For example, as

human selves come to be represented in informational terms, as in biobanks

or DNA profiles, age-old legal categories such as “crime suspect” may get

attached to novel objects such as DNA fingerprints (Hindmarsh and Prain-

sack 2010). Such instances exemplify the bottomless creativity of the law in

making use of biology. Notions of the natural and the right or reasonable

continually draw on each other to resolve problems of ontological and

normative ambiguity, even as each is invoked to sharpen the distinction

between scientific and legal authority.

Bioconstitutionalism calls attention to the ways that repertoires for con-

structing the natural and the reasonable emerge within particular moments

of controversy but persist beyond those moments through the ongoing

dynamics of coproduction. New moral dispensations become codified in

constitutionally significant ontological demarcations, for instance, the per-

ceived boundaries of human life as well as in corresponding institutional

allocations of technical and legal authority. Thus, a boundary-crossing bio-

social construct may call into question the constitutional distinction

between public administration by executive agencies and normative

sense-making by courts or legislatures. Patent decisions provide one salient

illustration (Parthasarathy 2011, 2017). Property regimes seldom feel a
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need to question how entities are ontologically classified even though the

classification of life is essential to the functioning of those very regimes

(Hilgartner 2004). Yet patent offices have encountered contradictions when

confronted by borderline entities that have to be fitted under the rubric of

“patentable subject matter.” For example, the US Patent and Trademark

Office (USPTO) argued that, administratively, it alone was the appropriate

institution for reviewing a patent application on human–animal chimeras

(Wadman 1998; Parthasarathy 2011), while also expressing uncertainty

about how to deal with the ambiguous biological and legal status of such

quasi-human entities. And in the Myriad gene patenting decision of 2013,1

the US Supreme Court used its own notions of naturalness to reverse

decades of USPTO practice by ruling that isolated human genes are not

patentable. In effect, these decisions rubbed up against foundational notions

about the nature of the human subject while drawing upon the technical

discursive resources of intellectual property law.

Constitutionalism without Courts

Formal legal settings are but one node (indeed, often a node of last resort) in

a network of interactions that shape the normative analysis of biological

concepts. While moments of formal adjudication and regulation are cru-

cially important, they cannot be understood independently of more informal

sites and processes of public sense-making—for instance, the streams of

public and media discourse that shape research priorities and policy

debates. Law–science interactions in this sense may already be present in

research settings where important norms are first set down, for example, in

the laboratory, in internal self-regulatory moves by research communities

(Frow 2020), in prelegal interactions between researchers and local systems

of review such as institutional review boards or “benchside” bioethics con-

sultation (Cho et al. 2008). Classification of entities (e.g., as living or not,

property or not) often occurs informally, out of sight, and embedded in the

largely secluded practices of science through what we have termed

“ontological surgery” (Jasanoff 2011).

Constitutionalism as we understand it also includes allocations of author-

ity between law and science that, although they are not formally codified,

reflect basic reorientations in practices of government. At the national and

even global scale, science today claims to provide forms of well-being, such

as life, health, and livelihoods, that once were the defining responsibility of

the modern state exercising biopower (Foucault 1978). The vision of a

“New Biology” that “would enunciate and address broad and challenging
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societal problems” offered by the US National Academies of Science (NRC

2009, 3 emphasis added) builds upon this imaginary: it marries an imagi-

nation of science as an “endless frontier” of technological innovation and

market mechanisms as the proper vehicles for translating knowledge into

application (Doezema and Hurlbut 2017; Jasanoff 2019). Imaginations of

the market for the products of research thus have emerged as another key

component of bioconstitutional cultures (Jasanoff 2012a). In domains like

biomedicine, energy, and agriculture, US courts frequently construe their

role in the light of an imaginary of seamless translation, in which invest-

ments in science are thought to enhance the public good by opening up new

markets in novel technological goods. These moments reflect not merely

the centrality of life as an object of government but reinscriptions of the

constitutional position of science as an agent of governance because its

authorized accounts of what is are presumed to guide corollary adjustments

of right and reasonable orderings by law.

Of course, capitalist aspirations and commitments to participation, if

not hegemony, in the global economy are not limited to the United States.

Biocapitalism is part of the fabric of research and development and hence

a feature of all modern industrial societies. The forces of capitalism apply

not only to well-characterized, translated products like genetic tests

(Hurlbut et al. 2020) but even to the so-called basic research with human

embryos (Jasanoff, Hurlbut, and Saha 2019). Nonetheless, although the

imaginary of science as the agent best able to fulfill core obligations of

states to citizens, via the market, increasingly holds sway across industrial

nations, it takes different forms in different contexts because, in each, it is

inflected with preexisting constitutional constructions of state–citizen

relations.

For instance, abiding bipartisan support for the UK’s National Health

Service reflects a commitment to the state’s indispensable role in protecting

public health and ensuring the equitable distribution of health care. The

Nuffield Council on Bioethics (2012), Britain’s leading body for public

bioethical deliberation, reflected these prevalent attitudes in calling for state

intervention to steer emergent biotechnologies:

to secure the social benefits of innovation . . . . In particular, further attention

should be given to schemes that directly reward the positive social impact of

innovation and penalise (via taxation) incumbent technologies that have a

negative impact in order to incentivize socially desirable technology change.

(p. 27)
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Public health considerations feature front and center in this analysis,

even to the point of disincentivizing less beneficial forms of innovation.

Taxing to redistribute the social goods of emergent technologies, as ima-

gined by the Nuffield Council, would be a virtual nonstarter in contempo-

rary US policy (although it has been considered in connection with artificial

intelligence and job loss). The US federal government in particular does not

want to be visibly in the business of choosing winners and losers, not least

because that task is seen as a core competency of the market (and hence an

incompetency of the state).

In the United States, the market is regularly imagined and conscripted as

the preferred site and agent of economic and social innovation. Thus, as the

Hurlbut et al.’s essay illustrates, US policies for consumer “protection” in

the case of genetic tests aim to make (economically) actionable information

available to individuals, while restricting access to information that might

lead to poor consumer choices. In this liberal individualist imagination,

problems of public welfare and public health are thought to be best solved

through technological innovation serving the individual consumer-citizen

who is seen as an autonomous agent capable of looking after her own well-

being. Such consumer protections are, to be sure, a field in motion, as

science is enrolled by the state to declare which manufacturer claims con-

stitute valid information.

Germany, with its high constitutional commitment to protecting human

dignity, seeks to separate considerations of the market and innovation from

considerations of human autonomy and well-being in different ways. While

arguments about access to medical products have figured in deliberations on

research and development, the German settlements described in this col-

lection seek above all to preserve a sphere of human dignity, including a

right of self-determination, that should not be penetrated by market

considerations.

Bioethical institutions, expertise, and discourses are additional resources

that states deploy in informal and quasi-formal efforts to align constructions

of the natural, the right, and the reasonable. An increasingly powerful

instrument in societies’ repertoires for producing a sense of lawfulness

around new and emerging technologies, bioethical assessment is a particu-

larly rich site for observing how normative commitments and habits of

reasoning cohere with sensibilities of rightness—both epistemic and onto-

logical—that are at work in constitutional orders. Particularly significant

for our purposes is the mediating function that bioethics plays between facts

and values and hence between scientific and politicolegal authority. For

instance, as in the Nuffield Council report described above, bioethics bodies
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position themselves as providing guidance about how polities should reason

about morally and technically complex problems. In so doing, they no less

than courts and legislatures play out underlying cultural repertoires of pub-

lic reason (Jasanoff 2012b; Hurlbut 2017). By distinguishing between sci-

entific and ethical uncertainties, bioethics bodies implicitly allocate

authority among different forms of expertise (scientific, ethical, legal, polit-

ical), even as they solidify sociotechnical imaginaries of the appropriate

relationship between knowledge and norms, or science and law, in practices

of public reasoning (Hurlbut 2015b; Jasanoff and Kim 2015).

Comparing Bioconstitutional Cultures

The papers in this collection use cross-national comparison as the primary

method for exploring differences in the bioconstitutional principles at work

in the United States, United Kingdom, and German approaches to dealing

with biological novelty. One purpose of such comparison is to elicit subtle

but consequential differences between “the west and the west,” that is,

between technologically advanced, democratic societies with superficially

similar commitments to scientific inquiry and the rule of law (Jasanoff

2005a). Where one might expect to find convergence, comparison often

reveals heterogeneity and difference. Thus, science may generate moments

of legal uncertainty everywhere, for instance, in whether privacy protec-

tions extend to one’s DNA, or to the legal meaning of motherhood, and

these uncertainties may in turn lead to new accommodations and settle-

ments. Yet the forms of uncertainty—scientific and legal—that engender

collective concern tend to vary among countries, and corollary responses

likewise differ. For instance, while the ontological and legal status of

human–animal chimeras have proved to be unsettling in all three countries,

what is taken as unsettling differs across them, as do the governance

regimes that these constructs unsettle, the forms of authority invoked in

efforts to resolve the uncertainties, and the notions of what constitutes an

adequate resolution to render the entities governable (Hinterberger 2020;

Jasanoff 2005b, 2011). Similarly, whereas both the United States and

Germany have advocated some regulation of genetic tests in the name of

protecting citizens’ liberty and autonomy, interpretations of how genetic

self-knowledge relates to individual autonomy are radically different, as are

corollary notions about the appropriate role of the state in safeguarding

autonomy, and the extent of the state’s reliance on science to ensure that

such conditions are met (Hurlbut et al. 2020).
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Bioconstitutional dynamics play out against significantly different cul-

tural understandings of how law relates to, indeed should relate to, science

and technology. In the United States, the assumption that science generates

facts independent of any form of normative authorization goes hand in hand

with the tendency to expect scientific expertise to produce natural and

reasonable accounts of novel phenomena that should be accommodated

by and assimilated into the law (Jasanoff 1995, 2011, 2019). As a result,

the idea that the law lags behind science is widely accredited and continu-

ally deployed in American scientific and legal settings as well as in public

discourse (Hurlbut 2020). A notable example was Diamond v. Chakrabarty,

the 1980 Supreme Court decision that first allowed patents on living organ-

isms. In that case, the majority invoked King Canute’s inability to hold back

the tides as a metaphor for the law’s powerlessness to hold back scientific

progress—a “tide” that was deemed natural, unstoppable, and hence also

ungovernable by any reasonable exercise of law.2 The grand philosophical

question of whether to treat life as property translated into a much narrower

jurisdictional issue of whether courts have the power to regulate science,

with the Chakrabarty majority eliding (or failing to grasp) its own involve-

ment in replicating the dominant cultural narrative of the natural and rea-

sonable progress of science (Jasanoff 2012a).

In Germany, by contrast, law is understood in part as a mechanism for

anticipating and forestalling the very forms of uncertainty that are natur-

alized (and therefore tolerated and even invited) in the narrative of law lag.

Legal orderings are seen as necessary for maintaining social order, espe-

cially in times of change. The law becomes a space for articulating the

natural and reasonable demands of a world that scientific and technological

change threatens to disrupt. When moments of uncertainty arise, the law’s

construction of the natural and reasonable therefore takes precedence over

what science claims can be done. Law, moreover, encompasses not just a

system of formally enacted rules that enter into regulative effect but also the

processes of lawmaking, which are governed by an overarching conception

of the Rechtsstaat (loosely translated as “rule of law”). Thus, a dispensation

that forbids stem cells from being created in Germany, but allows them to

be imported from other countries with more permissive research environ-

ments, comes to seem natural and right because the ontological split

between permitted and prohibited stem cells is accommodated into

Germany’s overarching conceptions of lawfulness. Natural objects in this

sense are made to cohere with prior constitutional commitments (Jasanoff

2004, 2005a, 2005b).
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Against such deep background presumptions, uncertainties of very dif-

ferent sorts may precipitate political crises, and new policy settlements

likewise may take radically different legal and institutional forms, drawing

upon science in different ways. The method of comparative problematiza-

tion proposed by Jasanoff and Metzler (2020) is designed to surface such

differences, with a view to understanding what gives rise to them. As the

studies collected here demonstrate, the forms taken by crisis and resolution

in a given society tend to be similar across technological domains, reflect-

ing underlying constitutional dispensations. As such, bioconstitutionalism

serves as a powerful analytic lens for illuminating both why biological

innovation does or does not generate normative concern in a given political

culture, and how constitutional repertoires underwrite—and are mobilized

to sustain or reestablish—social order in moments of change.

The divergences uncovered by these studies reflect not only technical

features of legal practice within a given jurisdiction, which of course vary

substantially, but also the culturally situated, collective imaginations of

normative order that are encoded in those technical practices. This is evi-

dent both in formal law, for instance, in the procedures whereby novel

technologies become objects of legal review in civil law versus common

law jurisdictions and in informal practices of public reasoning which like-

wise reflect the shared commitments of a particular constitutional culture

(Jasanoff 2012b). How each nation links scientific and ethical deliberation

appears in the light of these comparisons as a recurrent line of cross-

national difference.

The Frontiers of Bioconstitutionalism

Attentive to both formal and informal sites of translation between biology

and law, this collection examines how law–biology interactions produce

concepts, framings, and discourses that bound each institution’s respective

domain while spilling over into democratic deliberation and public reason-

ing. We follow a number of cross-cutting questions: What defines the

crucial constitutional moments when biology and law come together to

define not only what a biological object is but also what it means in nor-

mative terms? What modes of institutional, conceptual, and discursive

creativity or conservatism are displayed in these translations? What domi-

nant conceptualizations of the law (e.g., law as a transcription device, a

laggard institution, an unwarranted constraint) inform the interactions of

biology and law in specific instances? What parallel conceptualizations of

science are apparent in those settings (e.g., as progressive, unstoppable,
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incomprehensible except to experts)? What narratives of institutional

responsibility maintain (or challenge) each cluster of conceptualizations?

The following brief summaries of the contributions to the special issue

identify the principal comparative findings from our studies of

bioconstitutionalism.

Jasanoff and Metzler show, through a three-way comparison of the reg-

ulation of in vitro fertilized (IVF) embryos and associated technologies, that

Britain and Germany both produced legally binding definitions of the devel-

opmental stage at which human life deserves protection. They did so, how-

ever, through radically different processes that reflect their respective

variants of constitutional thought and through practices of public reasoning

that cohere with different imaginaries of social and moral order. Not inci-

dentally, they also reached different conclusions as to when full dignity

attaches to the developing human embryo. In contrast, US science and

technology policy proceeded without achieving consensus on when morally

significant human life begins or finding that a resolution to that question is

necessary for implementing policy.

Methodologically, Jasanoff and Metzler adopt an approach they term

comparative problematization. A strictly topical comparison, they argue,

may be less productive in illuminating bioconstitutional order than

moments of problematization, when what is at stake is not just what society

should care about but how—that is through what institutional ways and

means—they should care about it. In this spirit, their essay looks at how

the initial legal and policy settlements around IVF in each country

responded to substantively different challenges a decade or more later:

through debates about the continued need for the Human Fertilisation and

Embryology Authority (HFEA) in Britain, preimplantation genetic diagno-

sis in Germany, and human embryonic stem cell (hESC) research in the

United States. They thus illustrate the merits of a longer durée study, look-

ing not only at moments of emergence but also at later moments of chal-

lenge, to reveal aspects of constitutional order that may not be apparent

from the single-case, single-moment snapshots typical of controversy stud-

ies in STS.

Ontological surgery emerges as a tacit, though powerful, regulatory

instrument in their study. Seemingly scientific bright lines for when life

begins that are established in UK and German policy—fourteen days

of embryonic development in Britain, pronuclear fusion of gametes in

Germany—turn out on inspection to be bioethical hybrids, reflecting dif-

ferent commitments on how to discern the public values that give normative

weight to human life. In the United States, order is achieved not through
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biological line-drawing but by dividing the uses of technology into different

jurisdictional domains. Assisted reproduction is entrusted to the market

under a decentralized, state-by-state regulatory approach that never con-

fronts head-on the moral status of IVF embryos and that tolerates large

interstate variation in practices such as surrogacy, sex selection, and single

or gay parent families. Ironically, because of the central role of federal

funding in postwar US biomedical research, public controversy has cen-

tered on practices that seem far removed from the natural cycles of gestation

and birth—in particular, hESC research. Here, too, the pressure to draw

ontological bright lines around the embryo was partly defused through

delegation to the market. Only in the United States (not in Britain or

Germany) it is possible to conduct work that cannot be publicly funded, such

as the derivation of hESC lines, outside of the state’s expressed normative

strictures so long as researchers can secure funds from private sources.

Frow’s essay focuses on synthetic biology and demonstrates how inno-

vation opened up settled expectations about governance, interrogating the

nature of the boundary between the spheres of scientific self-regulation

designed to protect the freedom of inquiry and state regulation designed

to protect the lives and well-being of citizens. Through a two-country

comparison, Frow demonstrates that US and UK regulatory initiatives

expressed different concerns about the governance of synthetic biology:

biosecurity in the United States and biosafety in the United Kingdom. These

framings correlate in turn with different official notions of what needs to be

“contained” in order to prevent the risk perceived as most salient in each

country from materializing. In the United States, the agent needing contain-

ment is believed to be the “rogue” scientist, or outsider to the community of

responsible science, who may violate communal norms and release danger-

ous pathogens into the environment. In Britain, the agent needing contain-

ment in the state’s view is the unruly public, whose groundless fears may

keep innovation from thriving, as it notoriously did in the case of GM crops.

In these differently problematized situations, new settlements were crafted

in which the prerogatives of science and the scientific community inevita-

bly got questioned. Reclosing the black box of governance may entail a

redefinition of foundational bioconstitutional categories, for instance, who

is a proper scientist (as in the US example) and who is a proper citizen (as in

the UK example).

American settlements that emerged around biotech in the 1970s, most

notably at Asilomar, constructed risks as problems of technical practice and

delegated to scientists the responsibility for safeguarding society (Hurlbut

2015b, 2017; Jasanoff, Hurlbut, and Saha 2015). Synthetic biology with its
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overt emphasis on democratization undermines the sort of professional

containment provided at Asilomar by the dominance of molecular biolo-

gists whose imaginations set normative as well as factual limits on control.

Instead, a mixed discourse of “bio” and “cyber” innovation invites imagin-

aries of technically adept people escaping the institutional norms of science

and harming society. The discourse of biosecurity puts a name to this law-

less zone and tries to tame it through new rules of containment, thereby

protecting the imaginary of science as unalloyed progress.

In the UK case, novelty is tolerated as long as the state accounts to

people via a shared “common sight”—coupled with common sense. The

achievement of common knowledge and norms produced a durable settle-

ment around embryo research (Jasanoff and Metzler 2020), but earlier it did

not work for GM crops, especially in the shadow of the “mad cow” crisis,

which showed that state experts do not always see the truth as the public

sees it. Since then, Britain has worked hard to prevent divisions between the

facts of nature that the state claims to see through its alliance with experts

and the facts of nature that citizens see as common sense. In this biocon-

stitutional dispensation, the unruly citizen is the one that refuses, in our

terms, to “see like the state.” The thing to be feared, then, is runaway public

judgments as to what “real risks” are, based on uncontrolled and uncontrol-

lable lay epistemologies. The heightened apparatus of public engagement

developed in Britain since the turn of this century is geared toward making

sure that the epistemology of the empowered, and presumably enlightened,

citizen remains congruent with that of the state and its experts (Doubleday

and Wynne 2011).

Hinterberger also undertakes a US-UK comparison to show that human–

animal chimeras, critical to therapeutically oriented research in biomedi-

cine, challenge ethical thought by mixing categories of human and animal

that have become “estranged” in contemporary culture and practice. Her

analysis explores how different legal cultures understand the human–animal

boundary and its ethical significance by displaying how they contend with

apparent violations of these boundaries. She demonstrates how institutional

differences in processes designed to address the ethics of research on ani-

mals and human embryos have different implications for transparency,

public participation, and likely also ultimate regulatory outcomes in relation

to chimeras.

Institutional jurisdictions are sometimes built upon an unproblematic

demarcation between human and animal, for instance, in the United King-

dom by granting responsibility for animals to the Home Office and to the

HFEA for human embryos. Chimeras thus raise questions not only about the
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nature of the entities themselves but also about which institutions embody-

ing what forms of expertise are the appropriate custodians of these ques-

tions. Hinterberger demonstrates that in order to define jurisdictional

responsibility over problematic biological entities, regulators engaged in

extensive ontological surgery in defining what those entities were, thereby

also determining who had the authority to judge whether they should be

brought into existence, and on the basis of what forms of reasoning. This

was consistent with UK strategies followed in earlier debates on embryo

research, where Britain solved bioethical problems by drawing bright lines

between entities deemed worthy and not worthy of ethical concern (espe-

cially with the fourteen-day limit for work with in vitro human embryos). In

the chimera case, the Academy of Medical Sciences drew the public into a

consultation exercise legitimating the regulators’ authority to see for the

people, by demonstrating in practice that the commons were in fact seeing

like the state.

In the United States, from the 1980s onward, concern around new bio-

objects for research has been shaped primarily by the backwash of abortion

politics, with secondary concerns about impermissible mixing of human

and animal. Accordingly, with little public debate, but backed by consensus

among scientists, the treatment of chimeras was delegated to the same

extra-legal bodies that consider the ethics of embryo research: Embryonic

Stem Cell Research Oversight Committees (ESCROs). Unlike Britain’s

HFEA, these bodies operate in the backstage of science policy (Hilgartner

2000), subject mainly to science’s own unofficial guidelines, and their

consideration of chimeras has remained correspondingly invisible to

broader audiences. The result is that there has been little of the public

ontological surgery seen in the United Kingdom, no overt public consensus

building, and the preservation of a regime in which scientists (and, in the

case of US ESCROs, Jasanoff 2011) declare what counts as human and

when moral concern is appropriate.

These examples belie a simplistic characterization of law that oscillates

between the poles of over- and underregulation of science. And yet that very

construction of law, and when it is proper or improper to invoke it, pervades

the discourse of biomedical innovation in all three countries. In each state,

governmental concern centers on stimulating the economy and not falling

behind in modernity’s bio-fueled imaginary of endless growth and ever-

enhanced potential for living.

This dynamic is evident in the collection’s fourth essay, Hurlbut et al.’s

study of genetic testing for early onset Alzheimer’s disease (AD) in the

United Kingdom, Germany, and the United States, before and after the
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introduction of direct to consumer (DTC) genetic tests. The three-way

comparison demonstrates once again that technological novelty is inter-

preted and regularized within constitutional frameworks that profoundly

influence the forms of self-knowledge that a society deems beneficial and

empowering.

In all three countries, the national health insurance system incorporates

values that are actively called upon when AD tests enter a market further

disrupted by DTC genetic testing. The British National Health Service

(NHS), committed to cost-efficient health care for all UK citizens, decides

for the entire population which forms of AD testing should be available and

for whom. Persons wishing to inform themselves, especially through the

vehicle of DTC tests, must in effect step outside the NHS social contract and

pay for any additional informational services. By contrast, in Germany, a

corporatist consensus of elite institutions sees knowing and understanding the

nature of personal genetic risk as a potential cause of psychological harm as

well as a basis for informed self-care. In the German bioconstitutional imag-

ination, information about potential cognitive decline gained through AD

tests is thought to carry the risk of prematurely truncating the openness of

a person’s future. A state committed to the liberal subject’s freedom of self-

determination thus placed the risk of uninformed testing within its policy

cross-hairs and devoted its energies to ensuring that test results would only be

conveyed to minds that were prepared to interpret and evaluate it.

In the United States, genetic self-knowledge is seen as crucial for indi-

viduals to order their own future lives, which they are held responsible for

doing within the envelope a health care system that relies on the market

more extensively than in either European country. The informed medical

consumer is seen as a critical agent for achieving a well-functioning market

in health care, and reliable health information is a crucial part of the infra-

structure for servicing that market. Increased genetic knowledge and its

wider use are seen as central to this imagination but also cast the state in

the role of creating the conditions of possibility for liberal individuals to

assert their agency. Information takes on a normative dimension insofar as

the freedom of choice—and the obligation of choosing well—are both

fundamental to the liberal imagination. Thus, the US regulatory imagina-

tion, articulated primarily by the Food and Drug Administration, has been

fixated on certifying forms of genetic knowledge whose quality and rele-

vance will offset the risks of economically or psychologically harmful

interpretation of test results by consumers.

As is evident from all of these essays, biomedical novelty does not

circulate freely across a normatively unstructured world, drawing lagging
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legal responses in its wake, but rather is adopted, and adapted, into nation

states in accordance with prior bioconstitutional arrangements. Superfi-

cially, political debate on biological innovation often centers on the locus

and stringency of regulation, but the regulatory choices that are eventually

put in place tend to reflect deeper underlying commitments to a constitu-

tional order. Entry barriers to innovation vary accordingly, but what is at

stake is not how much or which kinds of novelty a society will tolerate for

its own sake. Rather, the foundational questions turn time and again to the

nature of the human subject and its entitlements and to the state’s role in

ensuring the freedom of its subjects to know, heal, and govern themselves.
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Notes

1. Association for Molecular Pathology et al. v. USPTO and Myriad Genetics, 569

U. S. 576 (2013).

2. The reference to King Canute was drawn from the amicus curiae brief filed by

Genentech, which significantly influenced the Supreme Court’s analysis. Thus,

the law naturalized a view of scientific progress that was put forward by an

ambitious startup as a strategic elision of biotechnology’s commercial interests

(Jasanoff 2012a).
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